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Mat Instructions: Aluminum Hinge
Connecting Sections:
1. Lay both sections next to each other with the tread side down onto a clean surface to prevent scratching or
staining.
2. Find the end of the mat that has the set screws holding the rails together. If the set screws are on opposite ends
of the sections, turn sections around so they all line up.
3. Unscrew the set screw on one of the rails that will connect two sections with a 5/64 hex key.
4. Pull the loose rail off the one section.
5. Line up the two sections leaving just enough room for the one rail. Then slide the loose rail into the female side
of one section and over the male side of the other section.
6. Attach rail to each section by screwing set screws on each side in the predrilled holes (This will ensure that the
mat will be square). CAUTION: BE CAREFUL NOT TO OVER TIGHTEN SET SCREWS. DOING SO MAY CAUSE A RAISED
MARK ON THE TREAD SIDE OF THE MAT.

Trimming Vinyl Filler:
1. Lay mat flat with tread side up and use a straight edge to trim filler to be even with aluminum mat rails. Repeat
on all corners of the mat.
2. Next lay mat in recessed flooring with the tread side up and push on both ends of the traffic direction to
compact mat as much as possible.
3. Center the mat inside the recessed portion to ensure equal amounts of filler on either side.
4. Take box cutter to vinyl to trim filler to size. NOTE: The alternating grooves of the filler are 1/8” wide with a
1/8” tab between. Cut slowly along one of the tabs to get a straight cut.
5. Make sure mat fits (compacted) in the recessed portion of the floor.

Replacing Vinyl Filler:
1. Lay mat with the tread side down onto a clean surface to prevent scratching or staining.
2. Find the two set screws (one on each end) that are drilled through the aluminum rails and unscrew using a 5/64
hex key.
3. Pull vinyl filler out of the aluminum rail and replace with new filler.
4. Replace set screws on each end in the predrilled holes. CAUTION: BE CAREFUL NOT TO OVER TIGHTEN SET SCREWS.
DOING SO MAY CAUSE A RAISED MARK ON THE TREAD SIDE OF THE MAT.

5. Trim filler so it is flush with aluminum rails on each end.
6. Lay inside recessed floor then push on both ends of the traffic direction to compact mat as much as possible.
Next use box cutter to trim filler to size. NOTE: The alternating grooves of the filler are 1/8” wide with a 1/8”
tab between. Cut slowly along one of the tabs to get a straight cut.
7. Make sure mat fits (compacted) in the recessed portion of the floor.
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Replacing or Adding Aluminum Hinge Rail(s):
1. Lay mat on a flat surface with tread side down onto a clean surface to prevent scratching or staining, then locate
set screws on one side of the width of the mat.
2. Locate aluminum rail or rails that need replaced and unscrew set screws on both sides of the area needing to be
replaced with a 5/64 hex key. If adding rails unscrew set screws on both sides of any rail in the middle of the
mat.
3. Once loose, pull rail(s) out of the connecting rails.
4. Replace with new rails by sliding replacements into the female portion of existing mat and over the male portion
of the other section. When adding, slide sections apart to allow for additional needed space.
5. Once in place, set screws can be replaced into predrilled holes. CAUTION: BE CAREFUL NOT TO OVER TIGHTEN
SET SCREWS. DOING SO MAY CAUSE A RAISED MARK ON THE TREAD SIDE OF THE MAT.
6. Flip mat so that tread is up and replace mat into recessed floor.

